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The pulsar...an ancient weapon of unimaginable power, one that threatens the
Confederation with total destruction. The Union is preparing for the final invasion, one
that cannot fail with the great artifact at the head of their fleet. The clock is ticking
quickly toward midnight. There is a chance to avoid annihilation, a small one. The
Confederation has its own ancient device recovered from the Badlands, a stealth
generator. It is not as powerful as the pulsar, but it just may be enough. The generator
can hide a single vessel, so Tyler Barron and the crew of Dauntless reunite to take their
aging battleship once more into the breach. They will go to the Bottleneck, the system
where the Union is preparing the final assault. They must sneak around the vast forces
of the Union fleet, into the heart of the massively-defended system, and somehow
destroy the pulsar. The fleet will be with them, all the might the Confederation can
muster, but success hinges almost entirely on Dauntless's desperate attack. And, even
if Barron and his people succeed in their mission, they will be trapped behind the
enemy fleet, cut off and alone. Dauntless is book six of the Blood on the Stars series.
Blood on the Stars will continue with The White Fleet.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA
BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier,
and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich,
who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father,
she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing
raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing
that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same
shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
“An eye-opening and riveting account of how guns make it into the black market and
into the hands of criminals and drug lords.” –Adam Winkler The gun control debate is
revived with every mass shooting. But far more people die from gun deaths on the
street corners of inner city America and across the border as Mexico's powerful cartels
battle to control the drug trade. Guns and drugs aren't often connected in our heated
discussions of gun control-but they should be. In Ioan Grillo's groundbreaking new work
of investigative journalism, he shows us this connection by following the market for
guns in the Americas and how it has made the continent the most murderous on earth.
Grillo travels to gun manufacturers, strolls the aisles of gun shows and gun shops, talks
to FBI agents who have infiltrated biker gangs, hangs out on Baltimore street corners,
and visits the ATF gun tracing center in West Virginia. Along the way, he details the
many ways that legal guns can cross over into the black market and into the hands of
criminals, fueling violence here and south of the border. Simple legislative measures
would help close these loopholes, but America's powerful gun lobby is uncompromising
in its defense of the hallowed Second Amendment. Perhaps, however, if guns were
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seen not as symbols of freedom, but as key accessories in our epidemics of addiction,
the conversation would shift. Blood Gun Money is that conversation shifter.
War. The word spreads throughout the Confederation?the long-expected Union
invasion has come. The enemy is strong, their forces larger and more powerful than
intelligence reports had predicted. They have broken through the forward defenses,
sent the Confederation?s proud fleets into an ignominious retreat.Captain Tyler Barron
and the crew of the battleship Dauntless are lightyears from the front lines, at Archellia,
waiting for their damaged battleship to be repaired. Their ship is only just operational,
but there is no time for more extensive work. The Confederation needs every
reinforcement it can get, and Barron and his survivors board their vessel?and rush to
the battle lines. When they get there, they encounter nothing but fleeing ships and
shattered fleets. The Confederation is losing the war, falling back steadily, yielding
system after system to the invaders. The Union fleets continue inexorably forward,
seemingly immune to the supply constraints that have bogged down past invasions.
Dauntless finds herself trapped, cut off from the rest of the fleet along with another
Confederation battleship, and a trio of small escort vessels?deep behind the rapidly
moving front lines.Barron must make a choice. Pull back, try to find a way to get around
the enemy to rejoin the fleet. Or press on, strike deep behind the enemy advance, his
small force alone, far from help, an almost suicidal thrust toward the Union?s main
logistical supply base?and the one way Tyler Barron can think of to buy the fleet the
time it needs to regroup. To survive.
A Fight to the End... The Confederation and the Union have fought each other to a
standstill. Battered, exhausted fleets eye each other warily across a border that has
been a battlefield for three bloody years. Neither side has the strength to attack, and
both wait for reinforcements that will allow them to resume the fight. On the worlds of
the Iron Belt, the heavily industrialized sector near the Confederation's Core, massive
shipyards operate around the clock, producing the great vessels that can end the war.
The Union knows it cannot win the economic struggle with its wealthier, more
productive enemy, and Sector Nine, its feared spy agency, is not idle. Their focus is not
on the front lines, the ravaged border between the two nations, but far off, beyond the
Rim, in the strange, militaristic realm know as the Alliance. Sector Nine's intrigues are
targeted at nothing less than instigating a coup, and bringing to power a regime that
favors war against the Confederation, a change in government that will bring the fresh
fleets of the Alliance into the war, striking at the Confederation's unguarded flank. Once
again, Captain Tyler Barron and his battleship Dauntless must go back to the Rim, and
on to the Alliance itself to somehow thwart the Union's plan...and prevent a two-front
war the Confederation cannot win.
Finalist for the National Book Award Instant New York Times Bestseller "May this book
cast its spell on all of us, restore to us some memory of our most warrior and softest
selves." —The New York Times Book Review “A new kind of epic...A grand
achievement...While The Prophets' dreamy realism recalls the work of Toni
Morrison...its penetrating focus on social dynamics stands out more singularly.”
—Entertainment Weekly A singular and stunning debut novel about the forbidden union
between two enslaved young men on a Deep South plantation, the refuge they find in
each other, and a betrayal that threatens their existence. Isaiah was Samuel's and
Samuel was Isaiah's. That was the way it was since the beginning, and the way it was
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to be until the end. In the barn they tended to the animals, but also to each other,
transforming the hollowed-out shed into a place of human refuge, a source of intimacy
and hope in a world ruled by vicious masters. But when an older man—a fellow
slave—seeks to gain favor by preaching the master's gospel on the plantation, the
enslaved begin to turn on their own. Isaiah and Samuel's love, which was once so
simple, is seen as sinful and a clear danger to the plantation's harmony. With a lyricism
reminiscent of Toni Morrison, Robert Jones, Jr., fiercely summons the voices of slaver
and enslaved alike, from Isaiah and Samuel to the calculating slave master to the long
line of women that surround them, women who have carried the soul of the plantation
on their shoulders. As tensions build and the weight of centuries—of ancestors and
future generations to come—culminates in a climactic reckoning, The Prophets
fearlessly reveals the pain and suffering of inheritance, but is also shot through with
hope, beauty, and truth, portraying the enormous, heroic power of love.
The Black Fleet Saga continues... A human planet has been invaded. The enigmatic
Darshik have landed troops on a frontier world and have begun subduing major cities
even as their blockade repels all attempts by the fledgling United Terran Federation to
mount a counteroffensive. The Federation's military command is desperate and with
their fleet still in tatters they make a last ditch effort to free the planet: They pull Captain
Jackson Wolfe out of retirement and put him in command of a ship they hope can get
past the defending armada and provide support to the beleaguered Marines and
civilians fighting on the surface of the contested world. There is no reasoning with this
enemy. If the Terran Federation wants their planet back, they will have to pay the price.
Iron & Blood is the second book of The Expansion Wars Trilogy and the fifth book of the
Black Fleet Saga.
For eons, the Amplitur had searched space for intelligent species, each of which was
joyously welcomed to take part in the fulfillment of the Amplitur Purpose. Whether it
wanted to or not. When the Amplitur and their allies stumbled upon the races called the
Weave, the Purpose seemed poised for a great leap forward. But the Weave's
surprising unity also gave it the ability to fight the Amplitur and their cause. And fight it
did, for thousands of years. Will Dulac was a New Orleans composer who thought the
tiny reef off Belize would be the perfect spot to drop anchor and finish his latest
symphony in solitude. What he found instead was a group of alien visitors - a scouting
party for the Weave - looking for allies among what they believed to be a uniquely
warlike race: Humans. Will tried to convince the aliens that Man was fundamentally
peaceful, for he understood that Human involvement would destroy the race. But all too
soon, it didn't matter. The Amplitur had discovered Earth...

The story of tuberculosis is a rich and fascinating one. It is a complex and ancient
disease that, after many years of virtual disappearance in the developed world, is
now making something of a comeback. Helen Bynum tracks the historical
development of the disease, and considers the challenges it presents to the
modern world.
The colossal scale of World War II required a mobilization effort greater than
anything attempted in all of the world's history. The United States had to fight a
war across two oceans and three continents--and to do so, it had to build and
equip a military that was all but nonexistent before the war began. Never in the
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nation's history did it have to create, outfit, transport, and supply huge armies,
navies, and air forces on so many distant and disparate fronts. The Axis powers
might have fielded better-trained soldiers, better weapons, and better tanks and
aircraft, but they could not match American productivity. The United States buried
its enemies in aircraft, ships, tanks, and guns; in this sense, American industry
and American workers, won World War II. The scale of the effort was titanic, and
the result historic. Not only did it determine the outcome of the war, but it
transformed the American economy and society. Maury Klein's A Call to Arms is
the definitive narrative history of this epic struggle--told by one of America's
greatest historians of business and economics--and renders the transformation of
America with a depth and vividness never available before.
The Zombie Wars is the heart pounding story of the war that took place between
books four and five of the White Flag of the Dead Series. John Talon and his
friends have fought hard to make a small piece of the country safe for people to
live in. But hundreds of communities are living in fear, wondering when the next
wave of undead will come, and worrying they will not survive it. John and the
members of the New United States declare war on the zombies, and in this fight,
there is no surrender. Everyone must choose a side. Will it be life, or death? As
they move across the landscape, the team will be forced to decide one way or
the other. Back at home, a movement has begun which will threaten the
foundation of everything John has tried to build.
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female
hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery and explore the impacts of
racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black
woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with her new husband when she
is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the
antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and
Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through
time to the slave quarters, and each time the stay grows longer, more arduous,
and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end, long
before it has a chance to begin.
A Deadly Fight to the Finish... The warrior culture of the Alliance has fragmented,
and comrade fights comrade, brother kills brother. The Red Alliance forces,
backed by the Union and its propaganda machine, have the advantage in
numbers and position, and they are pushing forward, driving relentlessly toward
the final attack, the one that will destroy their enemies. The Gray Alliance forces
are weaker, trapped in the great Sentinel-2 fortress where they've established
their headquarters. Their enemies have the larger fleets and armies, and control
of the homeworld...but the Grays have Tyler Barron and Dauntless. The
Confederation's celebrated captain and his famous ship have been reinforced,
and the newly promoted Commodore Barron now commands a small fleet of
battleships, every vessel Admiral Striker could spare to reinforce to aid the
faltering Gray forces. One final battle is all that stands between the Red fleet and
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victory, and it seems the Grays have no choice but to stand on the defensive and
wait for the fight they know they can't win. Unless try something else, a wild
gamble, a desperate plan to pull victory from the jaws of almost certain defeat. It
will take all Barron and his people can give, and put Dauntless and the ships of
his task force to the test. But it is the only way to win the victory, to prevent the
Reds from a victory that can lead only to a disastrous invasion of the
Confederation, one that Barron knows he has to stop...whatever the cost.
"The fulfilled renown of Moby-Dick and of As I Lay Dying is augmented by Blood
Meridian, since Cormac McCarthy is the worthy disciple both of Melville and
Faulkner," writes esteemed literary scholar Harold Bloom in his Introduction to
the Modern Library edition. "I venture that no other living American novelist, not
even Pynchon, has given us a book as strong and memorable." Cormac
McCarthy's masterwork, Blood Meridian, chronicles the brutal world of the TexasMexico borderlands in the mid-nineteenth century. Its wounded hero, the teenage
Kid, must confront the extraordinary violence of the Glanton gang, a murderous
cadre on an official mission to scalp Indians and sell those scalps. Loosely based
on fact, the novel represents a genius vision of the historical West, one so
fiercely realized that since its initial publication in 1985 the canon of American
literature has welcomed Blood Meridian to its shelf. "A classic American novel of
regeneration through violence," declares Michael Herr. "McCarthy can only be
compared to our greatest writers."
From Joshua Dalzelle comes the follow up to the #1 Bestseller "Warship."
Captain Jackson Wolfe survived the initial incursion of a vicious alien species into
human space ... barely. He had assumed the juggernaut that had devastated
three Terran systems was the herald for a full invasion, but for the last few years
it has been eerily quiet along the Frontier. Jackson now struggles to convince the
Confederate leadership the threat is still imminent and needs to be taken
seriously. While powerful factions make backroom deals he is desperate to find
irrefutable proof that the invaders are coming and if humanity expects to survive
they must marshal their forces and make a stand before it's too late.
"The Hegemony is coming to impose its brutal system of genetic supremacy on
the Confederation and the other nations on the Rim, to make its elite Masters the
unchallenged rulers of all human habitation in the galaxy..." p. [4] of cover
From Joshua Dalzelle, author of the bestselling "Omega Force" series, comes an all
new vision of humanity's future. In the 25th century humans have conquered space.
The advent of faster-than-light travel has opened up hundreds of habitable planets for
colonization, and humans have exploited the virtually limitless space and resources for
hundreds of years with impunity. So complacent have they become with the
overabundance that armed conflict is a thing of the past, and their machines of war are
obsolete and decrepit. What would happen if they were suddenly threatened by a
terrifying new enemy? Would humanity fold and surrender, or would they return to their
evolutionary roots and meet force with force? One ship-and one captain-will soon be
faced with this very choice. Against incredible odds, Jackson Wolfe is determined to
save humanity-and in the process, might end up saving himself.
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Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he
loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his
apartment for the same amount of time.
Blood on the Stars book 9.
A dramatic comedy combines high comedy with social commentary in deflating
misconceptions about love and warfare.
The attack on Pearl Harbor swept America into the raging heart of the war. The stormy
South Pacific presented a daring new challenge, and the men of the Corps were ready
to fight. An elite fraternity united by a glorious tradition of courage and honor, the
Marine Raiders were bound to a triumphant destiny. Now, the bestselling author of the
acclaimed BROTHERHOOD OF WAR saga continues the epic story begun in Semper
Fi. A story of lovers and fighters, leaders and heroes--the men of the United States
Marine Corps...
For readers of Invisible Women, a powerful look at how our culture treats—or
mistreats—the health concerns of women. In Pain and Prejudice, acclaimed investigative
reporter Gabrielle Jackson takes readers behind the scenes of doctor’s offices,
pharmaceutical companies, and research labs to show that—at nearly every level of
healthcare—men’s health claims are treated as default, whereas women’s are often
viewed as a-typical, exaggerated, and even completely fabricated. The impacts of this
bias? Women are losing time, money, and their lives trying to navigate a healthcare
system designed for men. Almost all medical research today is performed on men or
male mice, making most treatments tailored to male bodies only. Even conditions that
are overwhelmingly more common in women, such as chronic pain, are researched on
mostly male bodies. Doctors and researchers who do specialize in women’s healthcare
are penalized financially, as procedures performed on men pay higher. Meanwhile,
women are reporting feeling ignored and dismissed at their doctor’s offices on a
regular basis. Jackson interweaves these and more stunning revelations in the book
with her own story of suffering from endometriosis, a condition that affects up to 20% of
American women but is poorly understood and frequently misdiagnosed. She also
includes an up-to-the-minute epilogue on the ways that Covid-19 are impacting women
in different and sometimes more long-lasting ways than men. A rich combination of
journalism and personal narrative, Pain and Prejudice reveals a dangerously flawed
system, and offers solutions for a safer, more equitable future.
When Wilfort leaves his homeland of Islewylde to go to Verdeland and compete in
combat tournaments of horsemanship and swordsmanship, he takes his young cousin,
Amara, with him. The only caveat is that, in Verdeland, it is forbidden for women to take
up arms so Amara must pretend to be a boy. Meeting Artemis, a young knight from an
old family, Amara finds herself torn between her necessary pretense and her heart. As
rumors of errant warriors and blood sickness threaten her new homeland, Amara must
make a choice to either embrace the role the Goddess Eraste has deemed her worthy
of, or continue to live a lie and silently watch as those she loves are put in grave
danger. The question is, can she find a way to save her countrymen without sacrificing
herself?
If you knew what the truth could do, would you lie? Returning to work after an enforced
absence, Detective Kay Hunter discovers she wasn’t the only victim of her previous
investigation. DI Devon Sharp remains suspended from duties, and the team is in
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turmoill. Determined to prove herself once more and clear his name, Kay undertakes to
solve a cold case that links Sharp to his accuser. But, as she gets closer to the truth,
she realises her enquiries could do more harm than good. Torn between protecting her
mentor and finding out the truth, the consequences of Kay’s enquiries will reach far
beyond her new role… Call to Arms is a gripping murder mystery, and the fifth in the
Detective Kay Hunter series: 1. SCARED TO DEATH 2. WILL TO LIVE 3. ONE TO
WATCH 4. HELL TO PAY 5. CALL TO ARMS 6. GONE TO GROUND 7. BRIDGE TO
BURN 8. CRADLE TO GRAVE 9. TURN TO DUST A page-turning murder mystery for
fans of Peter Robinson, David Baldacci and Harlen Coben.

NOW A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! An unflinching, darkly funny, and
deeply moving story of a boy, his seriously ill mother, and an unexpected
monstrous visitor. At seven minutes past midnight, thirteen-year-old Conor wakes
to find a monster outside his bedroom window. But it isn’t the monster Conor’s
been expecting-- he’s been expecting the one from his nightmare, the nightmare
he’s had nearly every night since his mother started her treatments. The monster
in his backyard is different. It’s ancient. And wild. And it wants something from
Conor. Something terrible and dangerous. It wants the truth. From the final idea
of award-winning author Siobhan Dowd-- whose premature death from cancer
prevented her from writing it herself-- Patrick Ness has spun a haunting and
darkly funny novel of mischief, loss, and monsters both real and imagined.
Courage. Honor. Loyalty. All fine things, but they’ve led John Ringo to kill a man.
He was raised right and he knows he’s not a murderer, but otherwise he’s a
mystery even to himself. Doc Holliday claims to have some insights, but Doc is
too devoted to Wyatt Earp to spare much attention for the man who’s already
lost his soul. Which leaves Johnny Ringo prey to the distractions of a demon.
Imaginary or not, if this creature abandons him, too, then surely his sanity is
forfeit – and what will his life be worth then? This Queer Weird West novel follows
these three along the complex trails that lead into and out of Tombstone, Arizona
in 1881.
Book 17 of Blood on the Stars
Think Game of Thrones meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer with a drizzle of E.L.
James - Telegraph Perfect for fans of Jessica Jones and True Blood, this is a
blockbuster modern fantasy set in a divided world where one woman must
uncover the truth to seek her revenge. Half-Fae, half-human Bryce Quinlan loves
her life. Every night is a party and Bryce is going to savour all the pleasures
Lunathion – also known as Crescent City – has to offer. But then a brutal murder
shakes the very foundations of the city, and brings Bryce's world crashing down.
Two years later, Bryce still haunts the city's most notorious nightclubs – but
seeking only oblivion now. Then the murderer attacks again. And when an
infamous Fallen angel, Hunt Athalar, is assigned to watch her every footstep,
Bryce knows she can't forget any longer. As Bryce and Hunt fight to unravel the
mystery, and their own dark pasts, the threads they tug ripple through the
underbelly of the city, across warring continents, and down to the deepest levels
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of Hel, where things that have been sleeping for millennia are beginning to stir ...
With unforgettable characters and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive
new fantasy series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas
delves into the heartache of loss, the price of freedom – and the power of love.
A Gripping New Adventure by the Author of the Bestselling Crimson Worlds and
Far Stars series...The Confederation has fought three wars against the forces of
the totalitarian Union. Three generations of its warriors have gone off to war, held
the line against the larger, more powerful enemy. Now the fourth conflict is
imminent, and the Confederation's navy is on alert, positioned behind the frontier,
waiting for the attack it knows is coming.The battleship Dauntless has spent the
past ten months patrolling the border, deployed far forward of the main fleet, a
forlorn hope, an advance guard positioned to give the warning of invasion. But no
attack has come. Her crew is exhausted, and the aging battleship needs
maintenance. With the fleet mobilized and the forward bases overloaded beyond
capacity, she is sent clear across the Confederation, to a planet along the quiet
and peaceful far frontier. Her crew is looking forward to a rest, and Dauntless
herself is scheduled for a long-overdue maintenance session.But the quiet
frontier isn't what it seems...and when a distress call is received from one of the
mining colonies on the edge of Confederation space, it falls to Captain Tyler
Barron to take Dauntless forward, to find out what is happening, and to put a stop
to it.Barron and his crew have their ship-and each other-but they can expect no
other help. Suspicion is strong that Union deceit is at play, that the attack is some
sort of diversion, intended to draw Confederation forces from the disputed border.
The orders are clear. No ships will be transferred from the prospective battle line.
Stopping whatever is happening on the rim is Barron's responsibility, and his
alone.Barron is the grandson of the Confederation's great hero, the father of the
modern navy. His family name has always carried privilege with it, and crushing
responsibility. And now he must prove that he has inherited more from his
famous grandfather than name and privilege. He must face the enemy, and win
the victory...before the Confederation is caught between two enemies and
destroyed.Blood on the Stars Reading OrderBook 1: Duel in the DarkBook 2: Call
to Arms (January 2017, Available now for preorder)
The first book in the classic vigilante action series from a “writer who spawned a
genre” (The New York Times). Overseas, Mack Bolan was dubbed “Sgt. Mercy”
for the compassion he showed the innocent. On the home front, they’re calling
him the Executioner for what he’s doing to the guilty. In the jungles of Southeast
Asia, American sniper Mack Bolan honed his skills. After twelve years, with
ninety-five confirmed hits, he returns home to Massachusetts. But it’s not to
reunite with his family, it’s to bury them—victims in a mass murder/suicide. Even
though Bolan’s own father pulled the trigger, he knows the old man was no killer.
He was driven to madness by Mafia thugs who have turned his idyllic hometown
into a new kind of war zone. Duty calls . . . Introducing an action hero “who would
make Jack Reacher think twice,” this is the first book in the iconic series of
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vigilante justice that has become a publishing phenomenon (Empireonline.com).
With more than two hundred million Executioner books sold since its debut, the
series continues to stimulate. Gerry Conway, cocreator of Marvel Comics’ The
Punisher, credits the Executioner as “my inspiration . . . that’s what gave me the
idea for the lone, slightly psychotic avenger.” The series is also now in
development as a major motion picture. War Against the Mafia is the 1st book in
the Executioner series, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
Flesh of the Blood is an amazing tale of fantasy and action that will throughly
capture your imagination. Masters of weaponry, magic and thievery band
together to search for an abducted princess while an evil being, bent on
destruction and conquest seeks the instruments of an ancient power that will give
him ultimate control of the planet and its inhabitants.
The Searing Portrayal Of War That Has Stunned And Galvanized Generations Of
Readers An immediate bestseller upon its original publication in 1939, Dalton
Trumbo’s stark, profoundly troubling masterpiece about the horrors of World War
I brilliantly crystallized the uncompromising brutality of war and became the most
influential protest novel of the Vietnam era. Johnny Got His Gun is an undisputed
classic of antiwar literature that’s as timely as ever. “A terrifying book, of an
extraordinary emotional intensity.”--The Washington Post "Powerful. . . an eyeopener." --Michael Moore "Mr. Trumbo sets this story down almost without pause
or punctuation and with a fury amounting to eloquence."--The New York Times "A
book that can never be forgotten by anyone who reads it."--Saturday Review
Call to ArmsBlood on the Stars II
The war is over, but the struggle continues. Tyler Barron and his spacers have
set out into the unknown, deep into the Badlands, seeking to discover the
empire's old tech and the secrets of its tortured history before Gaston Villieneuve
and the resurgent Union can beat them to it. The White Fleet is a vast force,
powerful and crewed by the toughest veterans from the war. Barron and his
people know the future of the Confederation, even its survival, depends on
recovering the scientific secrets of the empire before the enemy can do the
same. Barron and his people push far beyond the Confederation's borders, to
space untraveled since the Cataclysm. They are seeking the past, its secrets, its
knowledge...but they will find a present that they never expected, a new and
terrible danger, one that threatens not only the White Fleet, but the Confederation
itself...even the entire Rim.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners
ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned
forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the
orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her
people without hope.
War rages between the Confederation and the Union. Shattered fleets watch
each other warily across a war torn frontier. Both sides are licking their wounds,
gathering strength to continue the fight. Captain Tyler Barron and the crew of
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Dauntless are finally enjoying the rest they've earned while their aging battleship
Dauntless gets the repairs and refit it desperately needs. But their respite will be
short-lived. In the Badlands, deep in the haunted vastness of pre-Cataclysmic
space, a new discovery threatens to upset the balance of power. Orbiting a world
in a distant system is an ancient battleship, vastly larger and enormously more
advanced than anything possessed by the contending powers...and the Union
has already sent forces to seize it. The Confederation has no ships close enough
to intervene, to get there before the enemy...none save Dauntless. Barron and
his crew must race across the Badlands, find the ancient artifact, and somehow
hold it, keep the Union forces from taking it, until reinforcements arrive. They will
be outnumbered and outgunned, but there can be no retreat. Not this time.
Nothing less than the fate of all human-inhabited space is at stake. If the
Confederation is able to rediscover the technology of the ancients, it will be safe
for generations to come, its defensive forces untouchable by its enemies. But if
the Union gets there first, if it can adapt the incredible power of mankind's lost
technology, it will gain the power to enslave all humanity. This fight isn't for
territory. It isn't for position or tactical advantage. It is for the future.
Captain James Craven followed the army to war to make his fortune, not to fight
battles. In the Spring of 1809 the British Army, spearheaded by Sir Arthur
Wellesley, pushes North to drive the French out of Portugal. Captain James
Craven, a prize fighter and rogue recruited to teach the use of cold steel is along
for the ride, seeking riches and wine. As quick with his mouth as he is with a
blade, on the eve of battle Craven is caught in a forbidden duel by Wellesley
himself. The outcome is not what he expected. Craven's life is about to take a
major turn and descend into a whirlwind adventure beyond his wildest
imagination. Ambushed at night by a treacherous Portuguese officer fighting for
the French enemy, Craven must do more than lead soldiers into battle. He must
also prove himself to Wellesley in the face of twenty thousand enemy troops
defending the city of Porto. The Craven's War series tells the exciting adventure
of one rogue's journey through the Napoleonic Wars as he tries to stay alive and
make his fortune.
Erik Cain joined the marines to get off death row. The deal was simple; enlist to
fight in space and he would be pardoned for all his crimes. In the 23rd Century,
assault troops go to war wearing AI-assisted, nuclear-powered armor, but it is still
men and blood that win battles. From one brutal campaign to the next, Erik and
his comrades fight an increasingly desperate war over the resource rich colony
worlds that have become vital to the economies of Earth's exhausted and
despotic Superpowers. As Erik rises through the ranks he finally finds a home,
first with the marines who fight at his side and later among the colonists - men
and women who have dared to leave everything behind to build a new society on
the frontier, one where the freedoms and rights lost long ago on Earth are
preserved. Amidst the blood and death and sacrifice, Erik begins to wonder. Is he
fighting the right war? Who is the real enemy? Crimson Worlds II: The Cost of
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Victory - Available Now! Tombstone: A Crimson Worlds Prequel - Available Now!
Crimson Worlds III: A Little Rebellion - December 2012
Captivating and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive, and
unexpected fantasy perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura Thalassa. A
Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in a new era, Poppy’s life has never been
her own. The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to be touched. Never to be
looked upon. Never to be spoken to. Never to experience pleasure. Waiting for
the day of her Ascension, she would rather be with the guards, fighting back the
evil that took her family, than preparing to be found worthy by the gods. But the
choice has never been hers. A Duty… The entire kingdom’s future rests on
Poppy’s shoulders, something she’s not even quite sure she wants for herself.
Because a Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And longing. And when Hawke, a
golden-eyed guard honor bound to ensure her Ascension, enters her life, destiny
and duty become tangled with desire and need. He incites her anger, makes her
question everything she believes in, and tempts her with the forbidden. A
Kingdom… Forsaken by the gods and feared by mortals, a fallen kingdom is rising
once more, determined to take back what they believe is theirs through violence
and vengeance. And as the shadow of those cursed draws closer, the line
between what is forbidden and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is not only
on the verge of losing her heart and being found unworthy by the gods, but also
her life when every blood-soaked thread that holds her world together begins to
unravel. Reviews for From Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty, steamy escapism.
Take me back!" -New York Times bestseller Wendy Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout
has the power to control my emotions with every word she writes. From swooning
to crying to racing through the pages to find out what happens next, I couldn't
stop reading about Hawke and Poppy, and you won't be able to either.” - Brigid
Kemmerer, New York Times Bestselling Author of A Curse So Dark and Lonely
“Action, adventure, sexiness, and angst! From Blood and Ash has it all and
double that. So many feels and so many moments it made me cheer for the
character. Read. This. Book! You'll be obsessed!” - Tijan NYT bestselling author
“From Blood and Ash is a phenomenal fantasy novel that is filled to the brim with
danger, mystery and heart melting romance. I loved every single second of it and
I couldn’t get enough of this new fantastical world. A heart stopping start to what
is clearly going to be a stunning series, perfect for both those who love fantasy
and those who are new to the genre. A must read.” Kayleigh, K-Books "If you
think you are ready for From Blood and Ash, think again. Jennifer L. Armentrout
has woven a new fantasy universe that will leave you reeling. Filled with action,
heart wrenching twists and the most delicious romance, this unputdownable
novel comes with a warning: keep a fan close by, because the temperatures are
about to rise." Elena, The Bibliotheque Blo “In this exciting new novel by Jennifer
L. Armentrout, she introduces a fantastical world filled with immense detail, and
characters who are poignant and fierce, Jennifer truly has out done herself!” –
BookBesties “From Blood and Ash is a fantastic fantasy that will hook you
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immediately from the very first page! I loved every single moment and all of the
characters are ones you will fall in love with! Jennifer L. Armentrout has done it
again with her amazing writing skills and lots of detail! Get this book
immediately!!!” - Amanda @Stuck In YA Books “Jennifer has stepped into the
fantasy genre with this absolutely amazing novel. With characters you will love
and more than a few twists and turns, get ready for one amazing adventure.”
-Perpetual Fangirl "This magnificent book has so many pieces in it: fantasy,
mystery, forbidden romance, supernatural, lies, deceit, betrayal, love, friendship,
family. And so, so, so many secrets your head will be spinning. Jennifer L.
Armentrout has created another masterpiece that I will be rushing to buy, and will
be telling everyone to read it ASAP!" ~Jeraca @My Nose in YA Books “From
Blood to Ash is the first high fantasy book from Jennifer L Armentrout, but
hopefully not the last. Like all her other works, her ability to create worlds, create
swoon worthy men, and feisty strong female characters is amazing. Fantasy,
mystery, romance, betrayal, love, and steamy scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa
@ The Blonde Book Lover “From Blood & Ash is everything we love about JLA’s
fantasy writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic world building and plot
twists, a strong female lead, a swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy forbidden love
story, and side characters that can’t help but steal your heart. My mind was
blown by the end of this book.” - Kris S. (frantic4romantic) “Step into an exciting
new fantasy world by Jennifer L. Armentrout, From Blood And Ash takes you on
a fantastic ride with twists and turns galore. Characters you will love to laugh and
cry with. A phenomenal start to an exciting new series.” - Lori Dunn an avid
reader “From Blood and Ash was everything I wanted in a high fantasy novel.
The myths, the legends, the epic romance, and an adventure that will keep you
on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book down. Truly a brilliant start
to what I believe will be yet another amazing series by Jennifer L. Armentrout."
–Sabrina, Books Are My Life “Jennifer L. Armentrout takes her first step into the
high fantasy genre with From Blood and Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies,
secrets, and betrayal - it will leave you wanting more after the very last page.” Love Just Is Books “From Blood and Ash is like reading my favorite book for first
time.” - Raquel Herrera “With From Blood and Ash, Jennifer Armentrout
successfully takes on the genre of high fantasy, proving, once again, that she is a
master of her craft. Filled with epic adventure, forbidden romance, deceit, lies,
and betrayal, FB&A draws you in from page one and refuses to let go!” - Erica,
The Rest Just Falls Away “Jennifer L. Armentrout comes trough once again with
From Blood and Ash as it kept me enthralled throughout the full book. You won't
be able to put down this epic story once you start.” - Julalicious Book Paradise
“From Blood and Ash strikes the perfect balance between fantasy and romance
elements leaving the world feeling live in and full while allowing the relationship
between the main characters feeling real and authentic.” - Nads Book Nook,
Nadine Bergeron “Be prepared to spend your whole day reading From Blood and
Ash. Once you start reading this high fantasy novel, you won't want to put it
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down.” - Love Book Triangle “From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath taking.
JLA does what she does best by creating a fantastical world filled with romance,
lies, betrayal, adventure and all things we love and expect from JLA characters
that melt our hearts and steal our hearts and souls. I cannot wait for the next
one!” - Pia Colon “From Blood and Ash, Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a
high fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful addition to my collection. Get
ready to stay on your toes from start to end.” - Amy Oh, Reader by the
Mountains “From Blood and Ash is the first high fantasy novel by Jennifer L
Armentrout and she absolutely nails it. This is fantasy for skeptics and
unbelievers because it makes you want to be a fantasy fan! This page turner
makes you want to devour it in one night and at the same time savor every detail.
Heart stopping and inspiring and grips you from page one.” – Tracy Kirby “An
intriguing puzzle of a world, a ruthless hero, a determine heroin, and a plot that
will keep you up late, this book is one of the best I've read this year.” – Valerie
from Stuck In Books “From Blood and Ash, a thrilling high fantasy that packs a
punch, each page will leave you wanting more!” - Tracey, Books & Other
Pursuits
Slasher meets satire in this darkly comic novel set in Nigeria about a woman
whose younger sister has a very inconvenient habit of killing her boyfriends.
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